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1 |  INTRODUCTION

The Bruton's tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibitor ibrutinib has 
been a major advance in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) 
therapy but it does not cure as a single agent and outcomes 
for patients who develop progressive disease on ibrutinib are 
poor. Novel approaches are needed to improve the depth of 
clinical responses to ibrutinib.1,2

The pathogenic importance in CLL of B‐cell receptor 
(BCR)‐ and toll‐like receptor (TLR)‐signals that employ 

BTK is emphasized by the remarkable activity of ibruti-
nib.1,3 Growth and survival of CLL cells are also affected 
by cytokines that signal through ibrutinib‐insensitive janus 
kinases (JAKs).4,5 Plasma levels of many cytokines are re-
duced by ibrutinib in CLL patients but IL4, IL6, and others 
are not changed significantly,6 could continue to support 
CLL cells, and lead ultimately to disease progression. 
Consistent with this idea, IL4 signals through JAK1 and 
JAK3 reduce the activity of BTK‐inhibitors in vitro, which 
can be restored with the JAK1/3 inhibitor tofacitinib.7 JAK 
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Abstract
Methods to deepen clinical responses to ibrutinib are needed to improve outcomes 
for patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). This study aimed to deter-
mine the safety and efficacy of combining a janus kinase (JAK)‐inhibitor with ibru-
tinib because JAK‐mediated cytokine‐signals support CLL cells and may not be 
inhibited by ibrutinib. The JAK1/2 inhibitor ruxolitinib was prescribed to 12 CLL 
patients with abnormal serum beta‐2 microglobulin levels after 6 months or persis-
tent lymphadenopathy or splenomegaly after 12 months on ibrutinib using a 3 + 3 
phase 1 trial design (NCT02912754). Ibrutinib was continued at 420 mg daily and 
ruxolitinib was added at 5, 10, 15, or 20 mg BID for 3 weeks out of five for seven 
cycles. The break was mandated to avoid anemia and thrombocytopenia observed 
with ruxolitinib as a single agent in CLL. The combination was well‐tolerated with-
out dose‐limiting toxicities. Cyclic changes in platelets, lymphocytes, and associated 
chemokines and thrombopoietic factors were observed and partial response criteria 
were met in 2 of 12 patients. The results suggest that JAK‐signaling helps CLL cells 
persist in the presence of ibrutinib and ruxolitinib with ibrutinib is well‐tolerated and 
may be a useful regiment to use in combination therapies for CLL.
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inhibitors might then improve responses to ibrutinib in 
CLL patients.

Ruxolitinib is a JAK1/2 inhibitor approved for the treat-
ment of intermediate or high‐risk myelofibrosis and polycy-
themia vera after an inadequate response or intolerance to 
hydroxyurea.8,9 In CLL, it has relatively weak therapeutic 
activity and can cause significant anemia and thrombocyto-
penia as a single agent.10,11 However, when combined with 
ibrutinib, it sensitizes CLL cells to cytotoxic drugs in vitro.5

These considerations motivated a phase I trial to char-
acterize the toxicity and therapeutic activity of combining 
ibrutinib with ruxolitinib. Ruxolitinib was administered on a 
discontinuous schedule to ameliorate potential problems with 
anemia and thrombocytopenia.10 The study population con-
sisted of patients with relapsed/refractory CLL who had not 
achieved complete remission (CR) after 1 year of ibrutinib. 
Patients with elevated levels of plasma β2M after 6 months 
on ibrutinib were also included, since failure to normalize 
β2M in this time is associated with shorter progression free 
survival.13

2 |  METHODS

2.1 | Study design and participants
This was a single center phase I study to determine the toxic-
ity of combining ruxolitinib with ibrutinib in CLL patients. 
Eligible patients were males or females currently treated with 
ibrutinib at a daily dose of 420 mg due to relapsed/refrac-
tory CLL or primary del17p cytogenetic lesions and: (1) fail-
ure of plasma β2M levels to decrease below 2.5 μg/L within 
6 months of starting ibrutinib or (2) persistent lymphocy-
tosis (>5 × 106 cells/L) and splenomegaly (>11.5 cm)14 
or lymphadenopathy (marker node >1.5 cm on CT scans) 
after 1 year on ibrutinib.1,13 Exclusion criteria included in-
adequate bone marrow reserve indicated by neutrophils less 
than 0.75 × 109/L, platelets less than 75 × 109/L without 
the assistance of growth factors, thrombopoietic factors, or 
platelet transfusions, or hemoglobin less than 65 g/L despite 
transfusions.

The study was approved by the Sunnybrook Research 
Ethics Board and Health Canada and conducted accord-
ing to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and the 
Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice. All patients provided 
written informed consent.

2.2 | Procedures
Ibrutinib was taken continuously at 420 mg daily. 
Ruxolitinib was administered over a 35‐day treatment cycle 
repeated seven times. Each cycle consisted of 3 weeks of 
ruxolitinib followed by 2 weeks off. The rationale for this 
discontinuous schedule came from a prior phase II trial in 

previously untreated CLL patients10 where ruxolitinib as a 
single agent caused severe anemia and thrombocytopenia 
that tended to develop after 3‐4 weeks and reversed within 
2‐3 weeks off treatment. Discontinuous use of ruxolitinib 
did not seem to greatly impact therapeutic efficacy and was 
incorporated into the current trial to avoid anticipated he-
matopoietic problems.

The trial involved 12 patients in a typical 3 + 3 phase I de-
sign.15 The first cohort of three patients started at 5 mg BID 
which is the lowest recommended dose for myelofibrosis and 
polycythemia vera8,9 and also had some clinical activity as a 
single agent in CLL.10 Cohorts 2, 3, and 4 were treated at 10, 15, 
and 20 mg BID, assuming no dose‐limiting toxicities (DLTs) 
were experienced during the first treatment cycle. Based on the 
prior phase II trial of single agent ruxolitinib,10 it was felt there 
would be no need to explore doses greater than 20 mg BID and 
therapeutic effects were anticipated in each group.

Therapeutic activity of the combination was evaluated 
after seven cycles based on an average time to the best re-
sponse of 7.4 months associated with other kinase inhibitors 
including ibrutinib.1,10 Ruxolitinib was expected to deepen 
the response to ibrutinib. If no improvement was seen after 
seven cycles, it would be concluded ruxolitinib did not fulfill 
this expectation. Based on Gehan criteria,16 a new drug or 
drug combination must show activity in at least 1 of 13 pa-
tients to justify further testing.

The primary endpoint was to determine the maximum 
tolerated dose (MTD) of ruxolitinib in combination with 
ibrutinib. The secondary endpoints were safety and tolera-
bility of the combination and overall response rate (ORR), 
defined as the proportion of subjects with complete or 
partial responses according to the NCI‐WG guidelines on 
CLL.17

Patients were monitored by history, physical examina-
tion, and blood tests on days 1 and 21 of each cycle and for 
1 month following completion of treatment. Adverse events 
were graded according to the Common Toxicity Criteria of 
the National Cancer Institute, Version 4.0. Hematological 
toxicities were graded according to IWCLL 2008 criteria.17 
Response assessments by CT scans were performed after 
seven cycles of ruxolitinib or earlier if indicated clinically. 
Bone marrow aspirates and biopsies were taken prior to study 
entry, at day 21 of cycle 3 (C3D21) prior to the rest period for 
that cycle and at the end of treatment (EOT). Responses were 
assessed by IWCLL guidelines.14,17

Exploratory endpoints included measurements of 42 
plasma cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors at the be-
ginning of a treatment cycle when ruxolitinib had not been 
taken for at least 14 days and again at day 21 of ruxolitinib, 
prior to a rest period. In addition, 64 proteins were measured 
in bone marrow plasma obtained prior to starting ruxolitinib 
and again at C3D21. Due to the nature of the study, statistical 
analysis was mainly descriptive.
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The study was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, number 
NCT02912754.

2.3 | Cell and plasma preparation
CLL cells were isolated from blood and bone marrow sam-
ples by negative selection and density gradient centrifugation 
as before.4,10 Aliquots were cryopreserved. Plasma was ali-
quoted and stored at −80°C.

2.4 | Serum β2M and complete blood counts
Serum β2M was measured by the clinical service laboratory. 
Blood hemoglobin (Hb), platelets, and lymphocyte counts 
were determined in the clinical hematology laboratory at 
Sunnybrook. Results were obtained from the patient's elec-
tronic medical record.

2.5 | Flow cytometry
Blood samples were enumerated by a hematology analyzer 
Beckman Coulter (BC) (Fullerton, CA) in the Sunnybrook 
clinical hematology laboratory. White blood cells (WBCs) 
were adjusted to 1 × 107 cells/mL and 100 μL (1 × 106 cells) 
was stained with antibody combinations. Red blood cells were 
lysed with Versalyse™ (BC). Samples were run on a 10 color 
Navios™ (BC) flow cytometer and analyzed with Kaluza™ 
software (BC). Antibody combinations consisted of a screen-
ing panel of 14 antibodies (CD3, CD4, CD5, CD8, CD10, 
CD14, CD19, CD20, CD33, CD34, CD45, CD56, kappa Ig 
light chain, and lambda Ig light chain) or a lymphoprolifera-
tive panel of 18 antibodies (CD2, CD3, CD4, CD5, CD7, CD8, 
CD10, CD11c, CD19, CD20, CD23, CD34, CD38, CD45, 
CD56, CD57, kappa, and lambda). Unless otherwise specified, 
a minimum of 5 × 104 leukocytes were acquired per patient 
sample.

2.6 | Plasma protein measurements
Analysis of 42 different analytes in a “42‐plex Discovery 
platform” was performed as before by Eve Technologies 
(Calgary, AB, Canada) using Multiplexing LASER Bead 
Technology.10 Proteins measured included EGF, Eotaxin, 
FGF2 (basic), Flt‐3 ligand, G‐CSF, GM‐CSF, GRO 
(CXCL1), IFNα2, IFNγ, IL‐1‐10, IL‐12, IL‐13, IL‐15, 
IL‐17, IL‐18 IP‐10, MCP‐1, MCP‐3, MDC, MIP‐1α, 
MIP‐1β, PDGF‐AA, PDGF‐BB, RANTES, CD40L, 
TNFα, TNFβ, and VEGF. An additional 23 analytes in-
cluding thrombopoietin (TPO) were measured with a 
“65‐plex Discovery platform” in bone marrow plasma. 
Concentrations were determined from standard curves. 
The assays were linear between 30 and 1000 pg/mL of 
cytokine.

2.7 | Role of the funding source
This was an investigator‐initiated and sponsored trial sup-
ported by Novartis. The investigator was responsible for the 
study design and analysis plan. The company was apprised 
regularly of adverse events as well as the progress of the trial 
but the corresponding author is fully responsible for the accu-
racy of the data and conclusions reported in this manuscript.

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Patients
Between June 6 and October 30, 2017, 12 CLL patients with 
measurable disease after 1 year or elevated β2M levels after 
6 months on ibrutinib were enrolled in the study. Patient 
characteristics are described in Table 1.

3.2 | Toxicity
The addition of ruxolitinib to ibrutinib was generally well‐
tolerated by all four cohorts. Four patients did not complete 
the seven mandated cycles of ruxolitinib. JAK2003 in group 
1 (5 mg ruxolitinib) had evidence of CLL progression after 
five cycles and was removed from the trial for salvage ther-
apy. This patient had progressive lymphadenopathy on ibru-
tinib prior to entering the trial. JAK2011 in group 3 (15 mg 
ruxolitinib) was removed from the study during cycle 5 due 
to a squamous cell skin cancer that required radiation. It was 
not considered related to ruxolitinib because he had a his-
tory of such tumors. JAK2012 in group 4 (20 mg ruxolitinib) 
asked to be withdrawn from the trial after cycle 3 due to the 
inconvenience of the frequent clinic visits. JAK2015 in group 
4 did not receive the final cycle of ruxolitinib to allow him 
to recover from a mild viral illness contracted during a holi-
day while on the 2‐week rest period following cycle 6. It was 
felt that negligible additional information would be gained 
by prescribing cycle 7. JAK2014 in group 4 had a retroperi-
toneal mass that was presumed to be lymphomatous at study 
entry. The mass was larger upon completing the trial but a 
subsequent biopsy showed it to be a spindle cell tumor that is 
simply being observed at this time.

No DLTs or adverse events greater than grade 2 were ob-
served in the trial. Symptomatic anemia, a major issue with 
ruxolitinib as a single agent in CLL,10 was not a problem 
(Figure 1A). However, at higher doses of ruxolitinib (groups 
3 and 4), hemoglobin levels decreased as much as 20 g/L in 
some patients after seven treatment cycles (ie, JAK2010 and 
JAK2015) (Figure 1A). Thrombocytopenia was also seen 
with single agent ruxolitinib10 but not in combination with 
ibrutinib. In fact, platelets increased in most patients after 
seven cycles of ruxolitinib except for JAK2002 with disease 
progression (Figure 1B).
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Consideration of the toxicity data, especially the decline 
in Hb (Figure 1A), identified a ruxolitinib dose of 15 mg BID 
as suitable for subsequent clinical trials with ibrutinib.

3.3 | Clinical responses
The trial design and nature of disease progression on ibrutinib 
meant tumor burdens were low in most patients upon initiating 
ruxolitinib. Regardless, ruxolitinib produced partial responses 
(PRs) in two patients (JAK2001 and JAK2007), based on 
marker lymph node diameters and bone marrow CLL cell per-
centages that decreased more than 50% (Table 2). Two patients 
(JAK2002 and JAK2003) exhibited progressive disease (PD) 
on ruxolitinib. Both had demonstrated evidence of disease pro-
gression on ibrutinib alone and were treated with the lowest 
dose of ruxolitinib (5 mg BID) in group 1. The remaining pa-
tients were classed as having stable disease (SD) since residual 
lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, or bone marrow involvement 
did not change by more than 50%.18 However, marker lymph 
nodes and/or splenomegaly decreased at EOT in JAK2005, 
JAK2008, JAK2009, JAK2011, JAK2014, and JAK2015 
(Table 2), although not enough to meet the requirement for PR.

High blood levels of β2M are associated with progressive 
CLL.13,18 The clearance of residual disease by ruxolitinib was 
expected to be associated with normalization of β2M levels. 

Regardless of the initial levels (Table 1), β2M decreased in 
all patients during each cycle on ruxolitinib (Figure 1C). 
However, β2M levels increased during the 2‐week break from 
ruxolitinib that was incorporated into each cycle and there 
was no significant change at EOT (Figure 1C).

3.4 | Changes in blood lymphocytes
Similar to β2M (Figure 1C), lymphocytes also cycled 
(Figure 2A). Blood lymphocytes generally increased on 
ruxolitinib but decreased during each scheduled 2‐week 
break from ruxolitinib (Figure 2A). Initial lymphocyte 
numbers were in or below the normal range and did 
not change significantly at EOT in most patients. In the 
two patients with persistent lymphocytosis on ibrutinib 
(JAK2010 and JAK2005 (Table 1)), blood lymphocytes 
decreased at EOT.

Detailed analysis of changes in lymphocyte subsets was 
limited as the cyclical changes caused by ruxolitinib were not 
appreciated until late in the course of the trial. However, 10‐
color flow cytometry was performed on blood from JAK2014 
on several occasions. CD5+CD19+ CLL cells increased fol-
lowing treatment with ruxolitinib (C6D21 and C7D21) and 
then decreased during the 2‐week period off ruxolitinib 
(C7D1) (Figure 2B).

T A B L E  1  Patient data

Patient No. Sex Age Timea  (years)
C1D1 lympho-
cytes (×109/L) CD38 (%) C1D1 β2mb FISHc Txd 

Prior ibrutinib 
use (months)

Group 1

JAK2001 M 73 13 3.1 24 2.2 13q,17p 6 15

JAK2002 F 63 5 0.8 93 2 11q 3 29

JAK2003 M 61 17 1.7 20 3.2 Normal 9 34

Group 2

JAK2005 F 71 10 8 100 1.8 13q 3 15

JAK2007 F 81 10 1.4 1 3.7 13q,17p 2 28

JAK2008 M 62 12 2.5 1 2.6 T12e 4 9

Group 3

JAK2009 M 70 7 0.7 1 2.2 Normal 3 15

JAK2010 M 70 12 5.3 1 2.1 13q 4 27

JAK2011 M 80 12 0.9 12 2.8 11q,T12 3 14

Group 4

JAK2012 F 79 10 1.4 18 3 T12,17p 2 36

JAK2014 M 64 22 1.3 23 1.8 13q,17p 5 22

JAK2015 M 78 9 0.8 27 3.4 13q,11q 4 22
aTime since initial diagnosis. 
bNormal range: 0.6‐2.3 μg/mL. 
cFluorescence in situ hybridization. 
dNumber of treatments including alkylator and fludarabine regimens, splenectomy, and ibrutinib. 
eT12 = trisomy 12. 
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Ruxolitinib also appeared to affect other lymphocyte 
sub‐types. For example, circulating CD38+ natural killer 
(NK) cells increased on ruxolitinib and decreased when 
ruxolitinib was held (Figure 2B). Changes in neutrophil 
and monocyte numbers in response to ruxolitinib were 
not as uniform as changes in blood lymphocytes (not 
shown).

3.5 | Effect on platelets
Ruxolitinib in the context of ibrutinib produced an unex-
pected but remarkable effect on platelets (Figure 3). In all 
patients, platelet counts increased on ruxolitinib, some-
times by as much as 400 × 109/L in the case of JAK2014 
(Figure 3A), and then reduced to near baseline in the 
rest period off ruxolitinib in each cycle. This effect was 
seen with all doses of ruxolitinib but appeared somewhat 
more marked in groups 3 and 4 (15 and 20 mg ruxolitinib) 
(Figure 3A).

These cyclic changes in platelet numbers could re-
flect increased thrombopoiesis, decreased clearance by 

macrophages, or both. In support of an effect on throm-
bopoiesis, thrombopoietin (TPO) levels in bone marrow 
plasma increased in all patients at C3D21 compared to 
baseline levels (Figure 3B). Platelet‐derived growth fac-
tor (PDGF) is associated with megakarycytopoiesis19 and 
PDGF‐BB levels increased in blood and bone marrow 
plasma at C3D21 compared with baseline in most patients 
(Figure 3C). Plasma CD40L is also associated with plate-
let regeneration20 and increased in blood and bone marrow 
plasma at C3D21 (Figure 3D).

3.6 | Effect on cytokines and chemokines
Ruxolitinib decreases IL10 production by activated mac-
rophages,21 which may help indicate on‐target activity of 
this drug in CLL patients. IL10 levels are also reduced by 
ibrutinib22 and were relatively low at baseline. However, 
ruxolitinib further decreased IL10 in blood and bone marrow 
plasma in almost all patients (Figure 4A).

Compartmental shifts in lymphocytes that were charac-
teristic of treatment with the combination of ruxolitinib and 

F I G U R E  1  Effect of ruxolitinib on 
hemoglobin (Hb), platelets, and β2M. (A) 
Hb was measured before starting ruxolitinib 
while on ibrutinib (C1D1) and after 
completing the seventh cycle of ruxolitinib 
(C7D21). The lines indicate results for 
individual patients and data for groups 1 and 
2 (5 and 10 mg ruxolitinib) and groups 3 
and 4 (15 and 20 mg ruxolitinib) are shown 
in different graphs. (B) Platelet counts were 
measured at C1D1 and at end of treatment 
(EOT). (C) β2M was measured at each time‐
point and normalized to the initial value at 
C1D1. The average and standard error of 
these ratios for all patients are plotted as a 
function of time and show that β2M levels 
decreased during treatment with ruxolitinib 
(indicated by the solid bars labeled “C”) 
but recovered during the 2 week break from 
ruxolitinib in each cycle (indicated by the 
dashed bars labeled “B”). *P < 0.05; ns, not 
significant
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ibrutinib (Figure 2) are often due to changes in chemokine 
gradients. CXLCL10 is a chemoattractant for T, NK, and B 
cells23 and CXCL1 affects some T‐cell subsets although it 
attracts mainly neutrophils.24 Ruxolitinib generally decreased 
CXCL10 and increased CXCL1 in the blood with more vari-
able effects in bone marrow (Figure 4B). These findings 
suggested chemokine gradients that could affect lymphocyte 
trafficking were altered by ruxolitinib.

4 |  DISCUSSION

The results of this trial suggest the combination of ruxolitinib 
and ibrutinib is well‐tolerated and establish 15 mg PO BID 
of ruxolitinib as the dose for future trials. The combination 
also appears to have therapeutic activity since 2 of 12 patients 
exhibited PRs after seven cycles of treatment, exceeding the 
threshold of 1 of 13 established by Gehan to warrant further 
investigation.16 However, the therapeutic effects were rela-
tively modest and the regimen designed for this trial is un-
likely to serve as a “stand‐alone” treatment for CLL.

The median time to the best response with ibrutinib in 
CLL patients is 7.4 months but the quality evolves with time 
and median time to CR is 21.1 months.1 It is possible that 

apparent responses with addition of ruxolitinib were simply 
due to continued use of ibrutinib. However, JAK2007 had 
been on ibrutinib for 28 months but still exhibited a partial 
response to ruxolitinib (Tables 1 and 2). Similarly, JAK2014 
and JAK2015 had been treated with ibrutinib for 22 months 
(Table 1) but their spleen sizes decreased by 0.6 cm follow-
ing treatment with ruxolitinib (Table 2). Ibrutinib and rux-
olitinib are also both metabolized by the Cyp3A4 system 
and Cyp3A4 inhibitors increase the concentration of ibruti-
nib without increasing the half‐life.12 It is then also possible 
that adding ruxolitinib simply increased plasma concentra-
tions of ibrutinib to account for improved response quality. 
A randomized trial comparing outcomes with ibrutinib and 
ruxolitinib to ibrutinib alone is needed to properly assess the 
additional therapeutic benefit of ruxolitinib.

Why was the combination of ruxolitinib and ibrutinib 
not more effective and why did no patients enter complete 
remissions (CRs)? While only two patients (JAK2001 and 
JAK2008) met criteria for PRs at EOT, six more (JAK2007, 
JAK2008, JAK2009, JAK2011, JAK2014, and JAK2015) 
showed diminution of residual lymphadenopathy and sple-
nomegaly (Table 2). It is possible more profound responses 
including CRs may have occurred simply by continuing rux-
olitinib and ibrutinib for longer than 7 cycles.

T A B L E  2  Response data

Patient No. Cycles

Bone marrow CLL cells (%) Marker LN (cm) Spleen size (cm)

Responsee C1D1 C3D21 EOT C1D1 EOT C1D1 EOT

Group 1

JAK2001 7 40 25 18 1.5 0.7 NA NA PR

JAK2002 7 6 25 46 2.2 2.7 11.7 11.1 PD

JAK2003 5a 4 9 NA 3.6 9.7 12.5 13.3 PD

Group 2

JAK2005 7 58 68 54 0.8 0.7 12.2 11.9 SD

JAK2007 7 9 8 1 2.8 2.3 14.8 12.6 PR

JAK2008 7 15 13 23 1.8 1.6 11.5 11.6 SD

Group 3

JAK2009 7 0 0 0 0.9 0.8 13.1 12.4 SD

JAK2010 7 4 2 3 0.9 0.9 NA NA SD

JAK2011 5b 7 24 NA 1.5 0.7 10.6 10.6 SD

Group 4

JAK2012 3c 2 4 NA 0.8 0.8 9.4 9.4 SD

JAK2014 7 5 7 2.9 0.9 0.9 13.3 12.7 SD

JAK2015 6d 0 0 NA 1.8 1.8 12.9 12.3 SD

NA, not available.
aDiscontinued due to disease progression. 
bStopped 1 week into cycle 5 due to skin cancer and radiation therapy. 
cStopped after three cycles at patient's request. 
dCycle 7 not given at discretion of patient and investigator. 
ePR = partial response, PD = progressive disease, SD = stable disease. 
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Alternatively, therapeutic responses may have been weak-
ened by the length of time off ruxolitinib in each treatment 
cycle. β2M in blood, a marker of tumor burden,13 decreased 
during each treatment cycle but recovered in the 2‐week 
break from ruxolitinib (Figure 1C). This observation suggests 
β2M levels in CLL patients reflect pathological JAK‐medi-
ated cytokine activity, although the cellular origin of β2M 
is unclear and may not necessarily be from CLL cells. The 
discontinuous schedule was instituted to avoid anticipated 
problems with anemia and thrombocytopenia but may have 
inadvertently allowed partial reversal of the therapeutic gains 
achieved by adding ruxolitinib to ibrutinib. Since anemia and 
thrombocytopenia were not problematic (Figure 1A and B), 
the efficacy may be improved by shortening the period off 
ruxolitinib.

Due to the design of the trial, patients were included who 
had already been on ibrutinib for many months (Table 1). 
These patients may have harbored residual leukemia cells 

that had lost sensitivity to ibrutinib. Such cells would effec-
tively only experience the inhibitory activity of ruxolitinib 
alone, which was shown previously to be rendered inef-
fective by compensatory BTK/NFκB‐mediated signaling 
pathways.5,10 JAK2002 and JAK2003 who experienced 
disease progression on ruxolitinib (Table 2) had devel-
oped increased adenopathy on ibrutinib and would likely 
not have derived any benefit from simultaneous block-
ade of BTK/NFκB and JAK/STAT signaling pathways. 
This problem might be dealt with by adding ruxolitinib at 
the same time as ibrutinib to avoid prior development of 
ibrutinib‐resistance.

The patients who exhibited PRs in response to adding rux-
olitinib (JAK2007 and JAK 2001) harbored 13q and 17p de-
letions in their leukemia cells (Tables 1 and 2). JAK2014 had 
a similar cytogenetic profile and also exhibited a decrease in 
bone marrow CLL cells and spleen size at the end of treat-
ment with ibrutinib and ruxolitinib (Tables 1 and 2). It has 

F I G U R E  2  Effect of ruxolitinib 
on blood lymphocytes. (A) Lymphocyte 
numbers at each time‐point were taken from 
the medical record. Differences between 
lymphocyte counts at each time‐point and 
the initial count at C1D1 were plotted as a 
function of time. Each line represents results 
for an individual patient. Groups 1 and 2 
are distinguished from groups 3 and 4. The 
bars labeled C1, C2, C3, etc. represent the 
3‐week period on ruxolitinib during each 
treatment cycle. Results for JAK2011 were 
considered uninterpretable as a result of 
confounding clinical events not related to the 
trial and were not included in the analysis. 
(B) Blood from JAK2014 was collected at 
C6D21, C7D1, and C7D21 and analyzed 
by 10‐color flow cytometry. Percentages 
of selected lymphocyte populations at each 
time‐point are shown below the respective 
dot‐plots and suggest CD5+CD19+ CLL 
cells and CD38+ NK cells cycle in and out 
of the blood in the presence and absence of 
ruxolitinib
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been recently suggested that p53‐defective CLL cells are less 
dependent on BCR‐signaling34 and we have shown that CLL 
cells with 17p deletions have exaggerated responses to cyto-
kines like type 1 interferons.35 Perhaps the presence of a 17p 
deletion or p53 mutation is a biomarker for CLL cells that are 
more dependent on JAK‐signaling and consequently more re-
sponsive to the combination of ibrutinib and ruxolitinib.

The reason for anemia from ineffective erythropoiesis was 
a major problem with ruxolitinib as a single agent in CLL 
patients10 but such a minor problem in this trial (Figure 1A) 
is unclear. Major differences between the two trials include 
the burden of leukemia cells, which was much higher in the 
former trial, and the presence of ibrutinib to block BTK sig-
nals and prevent activation of CLL cells in this trial. We have 
shown ruxolitinib reverses inhibitory effects of cytokines on 
TLR‐signaling in CLL cells.4 Consequently, if ruxolitinib 

is given to patients with a high tumor burden, it may cause 
enhanced TLR‐signaling in these cells with the production 
of cytokines such as TNFα that could inhibit erythropoiesis 
in the bone marrow.27 We speculate this mechanism was not 
very active in this trial because the number of CLL cells was 
low and TLR‐signaling was prevented by the presence of 
ibrutinib.

An unexpected but striking finding was that ruxolitinib 
increased platelet counts with ibrutinib, in marked contrast 
to its well‐known effect of causing thrombocytopenia as a 
single agent.8,10 Ibrutinib affects platelets directly,1 which 
may cause them to be cleared by macrophages more rapidly 
than normal. It is possible that ruxolitinib with ibrutinib 
suppresses macrophages and increases platelet numbers in 
the same way that glucocorticoids increase platelet counts 
in idiopathic thrombocytopenia (ITP).28 The effect may 

F I G U R E  3  Effect of ruxolitinib on 
platelets and thrombopoietic cytokines. (A) 
Platelet counts were taken from the medical 
record. Differences between the number at 
each time‐point and initial platelet count at 
C1D1 were plotted as a function of time. 
Each line represents the calculations for a 
single patient. Results for groups 1 and 2 
are shown separately from groups 3 and 4. 
(B‐D) TPO (B), PDGF‐AA (C, right panel), 
and CD40L (D, right panel) were measured 
in plasma from bone marrow aspirates 
obtained at C1D1 and CD3D21. PDGF‐AA 
(C, left panel) and CD40L (D, left panel) 
were also measured in plasma from blood 
at day 1 and day 21 of a treatment cycle. 
Each line represents results for an individual 
patient. *P < 0.05
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also reflect enhanced thrombopoiesis as bone marrow TPO 
levels increased in all patients and PDGF levels increased 
in most (Figure 3C and D). Increased TPO levels with 
JAK inhibition have been observed in genetically modified 
mice and explained by failure to internalize and degrade 
TPO.29 The results in mice suggested thrombocytopenia 
associated with JAK inhibitors reflects JAK2 inhibition in 
stem cells rather than in megakaryocytes.29 Accordingly, 
it is possible ibrutinib somehow protects stem cells from 
ruxolitinib in CLL patients. TPO may be able to signal in 
the presence of ruxolitinib through JAK‐independent path-
ways in the same way that erythropoietin increased eryth-
ropoiesis in CLL patients on ruxolitinib as a single agent.10 
Alternatively, blood levels of IL10 decreased in all patients 
on ruxolitinib (Figure 4A). Given that IL10 can suppress 
thrombopoiesis,30 the increase in platelets may reflect ab-
rogation of its negative effects. Because the positive ef-
fect of ruxolitinib and ibrutinib on platelets was seen in all 
patients, including those without detectable bone marrow 
leukemia cells (ie, JAK2009 and JAK2015 (Table 2)), it 
may not be unique to CLL and could potentially be ex-
ploited in other conditions with problematic thrombocy-
topenia such as aplastic anemia, ITP, and myelodysplastic 
syndrome (MDS).

Ruxolitinib and ibrutinib appear to be a well‐tolerated 
combination that may be useful for CLL patients if main-
tained for longer than 7 months and with more continuous 
administration of the JAK inhibitor. However, the utility 
of this regimen may lie in its ability to enhance therapeu-
tic responses to cytotoxic drugs.5,31 Neither ibrutinib, rux-
olitinib, nor the combination is cytotoxic to CLL cells in 
vitro5 and it is not well‐understood how CLL cells are elim-
inated by ibrutinib in vivo.25 Ibrutinib may sensitize CLL 
cells to cytotoxic stresses in the body by flushing them 
out of protective microenvironments in part by blocking 
CXCR4‐signaling.25 Since CXCR4 also signals through 
JAKs,26 ruxolitinib may flush additional CLL cells from 
protective microenvironments. Indeed CD5+CD19+ CLL 
cells increased in the blood in the presence of ruxolitinib 
(Figure 2B) and appeared to exit when ruxolitinib was 
held, associated with changes in chemokines that mediate 
lymphocyte trafficking (Figure 4). Perhaps, the addition of 
a cytotoxic drug would enhance clearance of CLL cells in 
the presence of ibrutinib and ruxolitinib.

Current trials suggest the most potent therapeutic regimens 
for CLL will likely involve combinations of ibrutinib and 
the Bcl‐2 antagonist venetoclax.32 Venetoclax is limited by 
the presence of microenvironmental signals that up‐regulate 

F I G U R E  4  Effect of ruxolitinib 
on IL10, CXCL10, and CXCL1. IL10, 
CXCL10, and CXCL1 were measured in 
plasma from blood at day 1 and day 21 of 
a treatment cycle (left panels) and also in 
plasma from marrow aspirates obtained at 
C1D1 and CD3D21 (right panels). Each line 
represents results for an individual patient. 
*P < 0.05
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Bcl‐2 family members it does not target. Ibrutinib inhibits 
some these signals but performs poorly compared to more 
nonspecific agents in screens of kinase inhibitors to improve 
the cytotoxic activity of venetoclax in microenvironmental 
conditions.33 These observations suggest ibrutinib‐insensitive 
signals will continue to allow a sub‐population of CLL cells to 
survive in CLL microenvironments that may eventually medi-
ate disease progression despite treatment with venetoclax and 
ibrutinib. The results of this phase I trial suggest ruxolitinib 
may be able to flush these otherwise resistant cells out of their 
protective microenvironments and improve even further the 
therapeutic activity of venetoclax and ibrutinib regimens.

Ibrutinib and ruxolitinib have been shown to sensitize CLL 
cells to cytotoxic glucocorticoids such as dexamethasone in 
vitro.5,31 To test the idea that combining ruxolitinib and ibru-
tinib sensitizes CLL cells to cytotoxic agents more effectively 
than ibrutinib alone, we have opened a randomized phase II 
trial comparing dexamethasone and ibrutinib with dexameth-
asone, ibrutinib, and ruxolitinib in CLL patients with relapsed 
disease (NCT02912754). In this trial, the break from ruxoli-
tinib has been shortened to 1 week in each cycle to lessen the 
possibility of regrowth of leukemia cells (Figure 1C).
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